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To a certain extent, in a new way, we have to

understand many ideas about the theatre, and to understand

these ideas we have to work in a new direction. Syaworking

in this direction we will be able to understand many things

we need in our work. But we must repeatfuery often the some

things, and you must take them as if you are hearing them

for the first time.

The theatre has never been quite independent enouah

from the author, from the designer, from famous actors, from

the time and fashion. Therefore, Ectors and actresses have

 acquired the habit of thinking, "I have to act my part, well

if possible. and other things will happen of themselves.

Somebody will design the costumes and the settings." {any

bad habits develop, and many things which We depend on we lave

for other people to do. Thereforo, for such professional

actors and actresses it is a very dull and easy profession.

We have to find another approach to the theatre, and

another understanding of it in which each member of the theatre —

actor, director, designer, or author - will each be responsible

for everyone. For instance, if you are an actor you must

create somethirq about the play as an author or 3 dosigner.ihis

done not mean that you must writo the lines with the author,

but you must be with him with your full activity, and you must

know what the author has written, not only for you, but for
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your partners. This must be. in a real, true. and deep sense

of the word, a collaboration.~ Therefore we must start our new

kind of exercises with an approach which will give us the possi-

bility to work upon a small sketch. or many, many sketches in

which each will have a part. and work in different directions

as scene designer. author. director. and so on. We must

develop in ourselves this feeling for everyone who is around

us. Such a feeling can be the first step towards the new

understanding of the theatre. and with such an understanding

perhaps we will be able to create a really new kind of theatre.

The task is very big, and the problems are difficult. and the

future is very far. But we must start.

ear-riot:

IMAGINING THE PLAY:

The Fishino Scone:___________L_____

The first thing you must do is to imagine everything

that the director or the designer will tell you. in order

to hear. not with your brain or intellect, but with yolm

imagination. you must train yourself to hear everything with

your imagination. You must turn everything you hour into a

picture. We have done some exercises in the past for the de-

velopment of the imagination. in beginning to work on the

plot or scenario, nothing must be fixed. IThe scenario is not

finished in our profession. He must get a beautiful form

but it must be movable. Lothing can remain fixed like a stone

for us - everything must be flexible. Even beautiful moments
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must be subject to change.

Imagine a fishing village in an imaginary place.

Imagine the families living in this little village. Try to

imagine the people and especially the strange psychology or

such pooble who have always to deal with the sky. with the

pictures which rise on the horizon. Each wind has a special

meaning for then. They must listen to tho changes of the wind

in a special way, in order to read their meaning: which wind

is bed, which is not so bad. and which is bringing tragedy.

The meaning of each cloud. Try to iaagino this kind of life.

Then try to imagine the fishermen who went to son but have

not come back. I

Two days and two nights the families of these fisher-

men have been waiting and waiting, in vain. In storm. and

Wind. and rain for two days and nights. Almost without hope.

Try to look along the coast and see the wives and children.

and the young bride. and the sisters, who are walking and stand-

ing about. It is already the end of the second helpless day.

They are looking at the horizon. listening to every sound

which they try to catch from the stormy. windy weather. They

try to hear in the wind the voices of their men, until they

almost have the illusion that they are hearing voices.

One of the figures is that of a very young girl.

imagine her tragic face and movemonts. She is waiting for her

bridegroom. Eerhaps her young life will be broken. She knows

what the life of a fisherman is — every day. every night, at
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ovary moment some tragedy can happen. we see her at the moment

when she understands this fully and she realizes that for her

life may be over. Felicity must croate this girl.

Low you must see another figure. A young woman - a

wifo waiting for her husband. She-knows very well what it

means to be the wife of a fisherman. She seems perhaps quinter

than the young girl, but her experience of the tragedy is none

the less keen. This wife will be played by Jocelyn.

_ There are many other figures - each enveloped in

this tragic atmosphere which is suspended like a heavy stone

above the“. Then no see a very strange figure: on old, old

woman. strangely dressed, walking in,u strange manner. It is

not easy to see what is happening to her ~ is she waiting for

someone? Is she mud? Is she wise? An old, old woman who

has had a long life of tragedy, which has bent her in her

psychology and her body. She no longer belongs to any family -

she is alone. She is the condensed embodiment of the tragic

life of the village - a figure which is no longer quite normal.

This old. strange woman always appears on the coast

before a tragedy taken place. Sho knows something more than

the others. She has a special fooling - almost second sight -

for the tragic life of tho village. hhat she does is strange

but good. what she speaks is strange but necessary. She helps

everyone. comforts then. and gives solace to averybody. no-

body knows how she lives, who gives her food, whore she goes

when everyone is in fine village. She appears oxdy at the
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crucial moment, and helps in a special way. She is the result

of all the tragic life of the village.

The watchers begin to see something on the horizon -

perhaps some of the beats are coming back. it takes hours

for the little boat to fight the wavee. Is it joy that the

people feel? This changes because it can bo clearly seen

that only one heat is coming back. who will be in the boat?

Try to imagine the feelings of the group.

Imagine the moment when the boat reaches the shore

and only one fisherman steps out of the boat ~ the husband of

Jocelyn. This one fisherman has experienced a tremendous fight

with the stormy elements of the see. He has come back alone.

he known what this means. no is alive. but this in perhaps

the moat tragic moment for him. because he knows that all

the other men are dead.' Imagine his complicated state:

bringing enormous Joy to his wife and a tragic blow to every-

one else. The joy of the wife is enormous and the tragedy

for everybody also is enormous. Her state is endless Joy and

endless tragedy at the same time.

imagine the reactions of everybody else. What is

the state of the young girl who has lost her bridegroom?

what has happened to everyone else? “111 they go home or will

they continue to stand on the shore? Perhaps for some of them

there is no longer any reason to go home. lhis is one big

wave of tragedy. Perhaps for many years the life of the village

will be quiet, and_again a new wave of tragedy will strike it.
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He must elaborate this sketch an work it out. how

can this be done? Iou must organize yourselves. The actors

must be interested in every moment: in the preparation of the

castumes and sets, etc. 1he director, Jeirdre. author. iaul.

and deéigncrs, Gretel and Ecatrice, must ornate the sketch in

a new way. You must all love the sketch, and love each other.

and do everything yourselves.

ROLE OF DIRECTOR. AUTHOR. DESIGNER:

Let us imagino we are creating a new type of theatfe,

a new type of director. Tho_director's position in the theatre

of the futlmo will be more important and more difficult than

in the old theatre. The director in the new theatre must he

the soul of everybody and everything. he must live with his

cast. with the author and designer, and he must know and feel

each movement in their aoulo. The director is a conductor in

the right semen of this word. He must combine all those

streams in such a way that they will come organically together.

The author of the new theatre - in our senac —

will be a person who creates the words for the play. not in

the solitude of his study. but working with and among the cast.

Cur author is an actor, a designer. etc. he must know what

it means to stand on the stage and utter the words. If he is

an actor as well as an author, he will know what words he must

write down. and what wards are possible for the actor to say.

The director and the actors must be able to tell him what they

wish to do, and the author must understand and give the actors

the Horde for their purpose. in the futur- it 1351 be like

that.
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The theatre is the theatre — it is a great power but

it must find itself. do must know what it means to be a member

of the theatre - it doesn't mean to be the servant of the

designer or the author. In the future the right impulse for

the author and designer will come from the actors and

directors - they are the heart of the theatre. You will see

how and why this is possible and necessary.

The director must “bear" the play in his imagination.

with the help of the designer. author. and actors. no text

always be two steps in advance of his cast, and therefore he

must work with the sketch and prepare for each rehearsal.

The director's first step is to take into his heart the

members of his cast. 'This in a reality. not a sentimental

suggestion. he must do this first. He must lead them.

This can be done by asking questions. This in the very first

step. Everybody - actors. author. designer — must begin to

"imagine" - never to "think." To think in abstract forms or

to think in pictures - this is the difference between scien-

EfiiIfiVGqulfiglfitii’cLi‘il‘fkacORPORATION
or IMAGES":

You must imagine the sketch from the beginning to

the end. and do this again and again. finding new images. By

doin this you will find many details, moods, and situations

(
2
'
!

which will tell you what you have to knofi. lhe director must

ask his actors to see this or that moment in the play. when

 

they have seen it. they may be asked to incor;orate it.

is the task the director must give than - this "touching" of
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the reality, but it must be done very carefully. The director

must fly over the play and touch some places. The director.

designer, and author are collaborators from the very beginning.

Much is going on in the imagination of the director,

but he nuat ask questions. Sometimes you. as the director.

will ask the actors to see a certain moment, and when they have

tried to do so, then the director has the right to ask them

to try to incorporate what they have seen in their imagination -

but very lightly. This is the task the director must give them -

this touching of the reality. You must give this very carefully.

If you ask them to Show too much, they will show you too much

which will be wrong. You must fly around in asking your

questions. For instance. do you see such a moment in such

an atmosphere in this surrounding. etc.?

Very small movements affect a very great change

sometimes. The alterations can be so subtle. but they can

give an absolutely different impression. It is wrong to

think that we must change the impression by very strong

means only.

By creating an image or a role you will get a special

feeling for this role. You must feel that you are a specialist

for this role.

«euros-1o

THW MWTHOD AND THE IMAGINATION: .

All the sketches are verv different. out the Method

is the same. It is very flexible and its applicetion depends
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upon the play and the character of the director and actors.

The method is always the same: to create somethirg from

nothing in our imagination. ihis point is unchangeablo.

tnly your imagination will help you.

Griti so of first Eeheorsal:

Deirdre: is diroctor you must find the "form”

of this soeno. You must prepare alone these forms and

moments in the scene. we need much time to awaken our

imaginations because we cannot at the present time imagine

things quickly and react to them. The stronger our imagination

is. tho more we will reap later on. inrough our imagination

we will escape an intellectual approach, and consequently

will avoid mechanical efforts to not without having any

impulse to act. Cur imagination will give us the impulse

to act and will lead us between intellectual and mechanical

acting. Therefore. don't be afraid that you are giving your

cast too much time to imagine things. The director must see

moments in the play which he questions the cost about. ihc

next step is to incorporate images which tho cast may see.

Adgitionag gharactgrs in the goons:

Eleanor's image is that of a hard. middle-aged,

b ttcr woman. dretel's image is that of-a woman oi thirty

who loses her socond husband in this tragedy. She has a

sick child at home. Jocelyn‘s image is a woman about twenty-

five, married for three years, with ono small child. John's

image is of a strong. Silent man of about thirty. Anna's
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image is of a girl of thirteen or fourteen who loses her

elder brother in the tragedy; she has kept house for him.

Catherine's imago is of a boy of ten or twelve. in love with

the adventure of going to sea. Felicity‘s image is of a sad.

lonely figure: a bride of eighteen, who has come from an-

other village.

General advice:

1. The cast must follow the director with the

imagination only.

2. lho feelings can be awarenod through means or

action. atmosphere. or imagination.

3. Tho director need not use the results of some of

the work at once. Ferhaps he can use it lutor on

in tho play.

0. fiopcat each exercise, each moment, many times

until a good result has been reached. meditate

upon it each time.

5. It is wrong to ask your actors to act at once -

they will only lie. Begin by exploring. discovering.

imagining. and doing.

6. The actor's approach is with the body and the

feelings — not the intellect.

7. Ask your body what it can tell you: each muscle

will tell you sonothing.

3. Try to find the spine of the sketch. This can

be done by finding the most important points in its

development.

9. Always jot things down or draw then because

they will add to yourmaterial. In later stages of

your work you will be very happy to have these notes

because they represent your first impressions and

will inspire you.

10. (hen you discover that your body can Speak to you,

you vlill be greatly enriched as an actor. It will no

longer be an enemy as it is withtest actors today,

but it will inspire you.


